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Step

01

Download
& set up
01.1

Once you have downloaded the
BYHOURS App from the SABRE
RedApp centre, you will find it in
the Tools / Hotels menu.
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Step 01

01.2
When you log in, you will need
to fill in your agent and agency
details. Once you accept the
terms & conditions you are
ready to start booking.
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Step

02
Payment
Methods

When you have filled in all the data
you can add your credit cards for
payment. You can also use the
customer's credit card to make the
reservation. You can enter it directly
in the shopping cart.
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Step

03
Booking a
Microstay
03.1
Now you are ready to book. To
start booking microstays you
have to press the “Book” button
and you will be redirected to our
marketplace.
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Step 03

03.2
On our marketplace you can
search by destination or hotel and
choose the date and the pack of
hours your client needs. It can be
a 3-hour pack for a short visit to
the city, a 6-hour pack in a hotel
near an airport during a long
stopover or a 12h pack for an
overnight stay.
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Step 03

03.3
Select the hotel that suits your
customers' needs and the
check-in time. With BYHOURS
your clients have the option to
access the hotel 24 hours a day.
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Step 03

03.4
Once you have chosen the
perfect hotel, you can add a few
extras to make your client's
experience extraordinary. Guests
will have access to the hotel's
facilities, such as pool or spa
areas.
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Step 03

03.5
Once you have chosen the
perfect hotel, you can add a few
extras to make your client's
experience extraordinary. Guests
will have access to the hotel's
facilities, such as pool or spa
areas.
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Step

04

Check out &
confirmation

04.1 Prepayment
You will have two payment options available. Prepayment
and Pay at the hotel. If you choose to prepay, the total
amount of the booking will be charged to the card and
your client will not have to pay anything at the hotel (with
the exception of the local city tax).
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Step 04

04.2 Pay at the hotel
When choosing Pay at the hotel, only a portion of the
reservation will be charged to the chosen credit card and
the rest will be paid by your client at the hotel upon
check-in.
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Step

05
My
Bookings

In your user area you can check and cancel your
reservations. Also you will have access to consult your
past bookings and resend the confirmation email.
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Step

06
PNR
Segment

Once the booking is confirmed you will see the passive
segment associated with the PNR on your SABRE
platform.
You can send the itinerary directly to your client with all
the details of the booking.
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01

Registration

How can I register my travel agency with BYHOURS?
Booking is very simple. Enter the BYHOURS app, once inside you must fill
in your details and accept the terms and conditions. Then, click on "New
Booking" and you will be redirected to our marketplace. There you can
choose the destination or hotel, date and pack of hour and book in three
simple steps

Is there any cost to register or to use the BYHOURS APP?
No, registering your travel agency in BYHOURS is 100% free.
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02
Bookings
02.1

How can I book a microstay for my clients?
Booking is very simple. Enter the BYHOURS app, once inside you must fill
in your details and accept the terms and conditions. Then, click on "New
Booking" and you will be redirected to our marketplace. There you can
choose the destination or hotel, date and time of the pack and book in
three simple steps. You will receive an email with two attachments. One
with payment details and prices and the other with the booking
confirmation, in case you need to send it to your client.

Is it possible to cancel or modify the reservation?
Cancellation is free of charge up to 24 hours before check in time. You can
cancel the reservation from your Agency Zone in the BYHOURS APP.
After 24 hours prior to the check in time of the reservation, the hotel
reserves the right to charge the total amount of the room even if your
client has not been able to enjoy it.
It is not possible to modify reservations, so if you are within 24 hours
before check-in you must cancel and rebook.
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Bookings

02.2

Where do we find the PNR of the reserves?
In the Agency Area / My Bookings you will find the PNR for each booking.
You will also receive it in each confirmation email.

Will BYHOURS contact my clients?
BYHOURS Customer Service department may contact your clients if
necessary.

Will my clients have access to other hotel services, such as pool,
spa, etc.?
BYHOURS clients have access to all the services of the hotel, just like any
other guest. In some cases these services have an additional cost that is
specified on our website and can be booked as extras. Many of our hotels
have extra services such as a spa, pool, restaurant, etc.

What happens if my guest does not show up at the hotel?
In case of no-show, the hotel has the right to charge the penalty that
corresponds to the total price of the reservation.
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03
Payment
03.1

Which are the payment methods?
The method of payment will depend on the selected hotel. If it is a hotel
with payment at the destination, at the time of booking, your client will pay
only the management fees and the agency commission. The remaining
amount will be paid directly at the hotel at the time of check-in, with the
preferred payment method, which can be by credit card, debit card or
cash. In the case of prepaid hotels, the total amount of the reservation will
be paid in advance. We currently support credit card payments and will
accept other payment methods in the future.

What is the commission for the travel agency?
The commission per reservation is 8% including the selected extras. In the
short term, agencies will be able to choose the commission to be earned.

When and how will I receive my commission payment?
You will receive the payment of your commissions on a monthly basis. In
your User Zone you will be able to control the reservations you have made.
We will send you the list of bookings every month for you to generate the
invoice to BYHOURS.
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04
Support

How can I get in contact with BYHOURS if my client has any
incident or if we need more information?
If you have any problems with the App, if you need support in the booking
process or if your client needs assistance, you can write to us at:
agencies@byhours.com
ES +34 602 225 694
UK +44 203 769 0610
FR +33 178902675
MX + 52 5585264283
CO + 57 14898378
From Monday to Thursday from 09:00 to 00:00 (UTC/GMT +1)
Friday from 09:00 to 21:00 (UTC/GMT +1)
Saturday to Sunday from 09:30 to 18:30 (UTC/GMT +1)
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